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Weaving the Perfect Towel
a workshop pattern by Liz Gipson

Know-H
ow fo

r th
e 

Rigid Heddle W
eaver

The key ingredient to a good towel is good 
yarn. Well-spun, multi-plied, unmercerized 
cotton, linen, hemp, and other cellulose fibers 

are the perfect building blocks for great towels. See 
Tips for Weaving a Great Towel on page 4 for more 
information. Often these yarns come in fine weights 
that we need to double in our rigid heddles to get the 
sett we are looking for, which we will tackle in this 
workshop. An added bonus is that this makes it easier 
to do fancy colorwork.

Yarn sport-weight cotton 1,590
yd/lb; shown in Alba (100% 
organic cotton) from BC Garn; 
174 yd (160 m) per 1 ¾ oz (50 g) 
skein in Teal (#25) and White
(#16).

Tools Rigid-heddle loom with at
least a 12" weaving width, 8-dent 
rigid heddle, 3 or 4 shuttles 

Warp Yardage  80 yds light;  160 
yds dark

Weft Yardage 45 yds light; 99 yds
dark

Warp Length 45" (allows 18" for
 loom waste)

Warp Ends  190 individual ends, 
95 working ends (31 light, 64
dark)

Width in Rigid Heddle Reed 11 ¾"

EPI (Ends Per Inch)/Sett 16 (8 
working ends) 

PPI (Picks Per Inch) 7-8

Finished Size: 22" by 10 ¾"

Towel Specs

Liz Gipson is the host of Yarnworker.com, 
a site for rigid heddle weaving know-how. 
Visit the site to hop on her mailing list and 
get a free warping checklist. Look for 
@yarnworker on Instagram, Facebook, or 
YouTube and @theyarnworker on 
Pinterest. 
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This towel is woven using a family of patterns 
called color-and-weave, a plain weave structure 
where light and dark ends alternate to create the 
patterning.  Color-and-weave color orders are 
written in shorthand using light ends expressed as 
“L” and dark ends expressed as “D”. 

Warping Following the project specs, warp the 
loom as follows: 

Thread Slots and Holes! Because the yarns are 
doubled in each slot and holes you can thread the 
holes at the same time you thread the slots. 

Center the warp in the heddle and using the direct 
warping method, thread the loom from right to left: 

(DDL x 31) + DD

Wind the warp on the back beam, adding packing 
paper between the layers. 

Tie the warp onto the front apron rod and adjust 
for even tension. 

Weaving Wind 3 shuttles, 1 with a smooth scrap 
yarn, 1 with doubled strands of your light yarn, and 
the other with doubled strands of your dark yarn. 

To wind a doubled strand, pull from both ends of 
the ball at once. If you can’t find your end, or your 
ball is loosely wound, you may find it helpful to 
rewind the ball using a ball winder. 

Wind a fourth shuttle with a single end of the dark 
yarn, or if you prefer a light hem, you can use the 
light yarn. If you don’t have a fourth shuttle, you 
can wind a single end of the hem yarn on top of the 
scrap yarn. 

Start by weaving about 1½" of scrap yarn.

Open the next shed and lay in the shuttle with 
single strand of dark yarn, leaving a tail about 4-5 
times the width of the warp. 

Weave 1" with the single strand, then work an 
embroidery stitch using the tail. 

Keep weaving with the single strand for another 
inch until you have 2" woven. 

End the hem yarn using a ply-split join. 

Open up the next shed and lay in the double-
stranded dark yarn using a ply-split join to manage 
the tail about 1" from the selvedge. 

Weave 2 picks with the dark, then change sheds 
and add in your light double-stranded yarn, also 
using a ply-split join. 

This pattern is repeated, woven in the following 
color order: 

DDL 

Carry the non-working yarn up the selvedge by 
treating it as if it is the selvedge and interlacing it 
with the working yarn. 

This is repeated about 59 times or about 22", 
ending with 2 darks. Before you weave the last 2 
dark ends, end the light using a ply-split join. Then 
weave the 2 dark picks ending with a ply-split join. 

Weave 2" of single-stranded hem and end with an 
embroidery stitch. 

Finishing Remove the towel from the loom by 
cutting the warp behind the heddle and off the 
front beam, being careful not to snip your apron 
cords. 

Remove the header and hem the towels using the 
instruction on page 3.

Washing Machine wash on gentle cycle and air 
dry. You can certainly put your towel in the dryer, 
but air drying will prolong its life. 

,

Be mindful of maintaining the recommended picks. You want to leave 
enough room for your yarn to rebound after the being removed from 
the loom and to bloom in the wash. You also want to be mindful of 
“beating to square” so that the space between the yarns is essentially 
a square. The pattern itself may be slightly elongated due to the 
tension of the loom. 
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Tension the yarn and place the needle under 
your desired number of ends—in this case, 3. 
(The towels are worked over 4 ends.)

Forming the letter C, thread the needle over 
the bottom curve of the C to form 
a loop around the warp.

Pull the loop tight and continue working in 
this manner across the warp. Keep the yarn 
under tension at all times.

A handy stitch to quickly secure 
the warp and get to weaving 

faster. This stitch can be worked 
from the left or from the right. 

Step 1: Open the next shed. Lay 
in the new weft, bringing the tail 
out about an inch from the 
selvedge.  

Step 2: Divide the tail in half by 
untwisting the yarn and splitting 
it down the middle. 

Step 3: Tuck the half tail back 
into the shed, wrap it around the 
selvedge and bring it out 2 warp 
ends over from the other tail. 
Press into place.

Hemming Handwovens

Fold over the end of the fabric ¼". Fold again and pin. 

Cut a length of thread 3 times the width of your towel. Thread the 
needle, then double the thread and knot the 2 ends together. Bring 
your needle and thread up through the inside of one folded corner. 
Hide the knotted end in the seam. Sew the side of the hem together 
by catching the outside selvedges. In this case, the needle will always 
enter the cloth from the right.

Continue sewing the seam by catching one weft thread just under 
the fold and then one weft at the edge of the fold. Catch the same 
weft threads each time as you sew.  Work all the way across the 
hem. Knot and bury the tail in the hem, as demonstrated in class.

Ply-Split Join

Embroidery Stitch

TECHNIQUES
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Tips for Weaving the Perfect Towel

Choose Your Fiber Wisely All cottons are not alike—some are great and some will fade and shred. To test 
the yarn, take a little bit in your hands and scratch your thumbnail back and forth across the yarn and see 
what happens. If little fibers easily start sloughing off, this is what is going to happen with repeated 
washings. “Easily: is the operative word, all short-stapled fibers, such as cotton, will slough a little bit, but 
they shouldn’t do so excessively. Please be respectful of your yarn seller, a good shop owner should be 
able to direct you toward the best yarns to use for your project. Cotton likes to be spun fine, tight, and 
smooth. The most hardwearing bulky cottons are ones made of multiple plies of fine, tight, and smooth 
singles. Linen and hemp are also great choices. 

Use a Guide It is a big bummer to weave off a set of towels only to have them end up in different sizes. To 
weave multiple objects of the same size, use a paper guide. To make a guide, cut a narrow piece of paper 
the length of your project. I save the strips of paper left from trimming kraft paper for packing my warp. 
Pin the guide to your work as you weave, starting and ending according to the guide.

Make Friends with Long Warps I love putting on long warps and weaving off multiple towels, making 
each one slightly different from the next. If you are using the direct method, you can use a warping 
board or other peg system to consolidate a long warp so it isn’t strung across the room. 

If you are using fine threads and long warps, tension problems may happen anyway.  It’s not a sign that 
you are a bad warper, it just comes with the territory.  I keep S-hooks handy to weight pesky threads that 
become loose while weaving. To weigh the naughty warp end, slip an S-hook over the yarn and let it hang 
off the back side of the loom.

Cut It Out If my mistake is more than a few rows back, I cut them out instead of weaving back.  This saves 
time, and wear and tear on my warp. I keep a pair of sharp embroidery scissors and a tapestry needle 
handy for this reason. With your loom under tension, carefully snip the weft down the middle of the warp. 
With the weft loops at the selvedges, loosen with the needle or your fingernails instead of your fingers, to 
keep from pulling on your selvedges too much. Once you have a loop worked free of the edge, then you 
can pull the weft out with your fingers.

Hem Fringe on towels is almost always a bad idea, it gets ratty over time. Some of that ratty is boho chic, 
but unless you are using extremely fine high-quality yarn, it is mostly boho bad news. I love hand- 
hemming hanwovens. I spent all this lovely time wearing my towels and this gives me the opportunity to 
spend a little more. I find the look of hand-sewn hems more appealing than machine-sewn, but I perhaps 
stare at my towels more than most. If you are handy with a sewing machine, you can also machine sew, 
you hems easily.  You may need to fiddle with your stitch length and tension to accommodate the bulkier 
fabrics.

Resources

Geeking Out: Cotton, www.yarnworker.com/all-cotton-is-not-created-equal. A post I wrote about the 
different kinds of cotton available to weavers. 

Linens, Knitty First Fall 2016, www.knitty.com/ISSUEff16/FEATff16GW/FEATff16GW.php This Get 
Warped Knitty column explores the wonders of linen with lots of tips. 


